Outfits 2018
Spring | Summer
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ARGALI 3.0
For moments that are key out in the field – the unique ARGALI 3.0 line. Thanks to the well thought-out colour s cheme, the
ARGALI 3.0 garments perfectly blend with the natural surroundings. At the same time they provide convenient details as well
as utmost function and comfort.
1 | Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Jacket Light Mens
Item No. 118023-001/606

2 | Blaser Comfort Shirt Modern Mens
Item No. 118018-087/678

3 | Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Cap
Item No. 117100-001/606

4|B
 laser VINTAGE Leather Belt
Item No. 117042-032/600

5|B
 laser ARGALI 3.0 Trousers Light Mens
Item No. 118024-001/606

6 | Blaser

Socks Long
Item No. 115101-104/702

7|B
 laser Stalking Boots “Winter”
Item No. 116131-044/615

8 | Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Fleece Jacket Mens
Item No. 117124-001/606 

9 | Blaser Polo Shirt Mens
Item No. 118009-013/675

10 | Blaser Knitted Cap
Item No. 116101-028/523 | /576

11 | Blaser ARGALI 3.0 T-Shirt Mens
Item No. 118025-113/606

12 | Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light Mens
Item No. 117005-001/523 | /576

13 | Blaser Socks Allround
Item No. 115102-104/702

14 | Blaser Stalking Boots “Spring”
Item No. 116129-044/615
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1 | Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Mens

ARGALI
Hunting apparel at the highest level – this is the claim we aim to live up to with the ARGALI line. Its style is tailor-made for
active hunters and tuned for performance: The ARGALI outfits are quiet, u
 nbelievably comfortable and also withstand wind
and weather. The natural colour scheme is also a must for these outfits.

Item No. 118022-001/576 | /523

2 | Blaser ARGALI Cap Summer
Item No. 110021-001/576 | /523

3 | Blaser ARGALI Vest Mens
Item No. 118033-001/523 | /576

4 | Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Mens
Item No. 118017-087/559

5 | Blaser ARGALI Trousers Sporty Mens
Item No. 117035-001/523 | /576

6 | Blaser Socks Long
Item No. 115101-104/702

dune (613)

7 | Blaser “Touch” Gloves
Item No. 113012-088/657

8 | Blaser Polo Shirt Mens
Item No. 118010-013/242 | /555

9 | Blaser Logo V-T-Shirt Mens
Item No. 118011-006/335 | /613 | /555
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1 | Blaser Active Jacket Mens

ALL-ROUNDERS
The Blaser Outfits all-rounders combine elements of trendy outdoor fashion with hunting elegance.
The results are outfits that are a pleasure to wear for both hunting and leisure.

Item No. 118006-113/802

2 | Blaser Cap Embroidered 
Item No. 117103-107/600

3 | Blaser Polo Shirt Mens
Item No. 118010-013/242 | /555

4 | Blaser Jacquard Polo Mens
Item No. 118021-013/600

5 | Blaser Endurance Trousers Mens
Item No. 118008-070/600

6 | Blaser Reversible Leather Belt		
Item No. 116123-032/673

7 | Blaser Comfort Jacket Mens
Item No. 118007-070/574

ALL-ROUNDERS MEN´S
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RAM
The durable RAM material can withstand even adverse conditions and provides reliable resistance to wind and rain with a
functional membrane. Thanks to its robust structure, RAM is the ideal choice for harsh conditions in the hunting field.

1 | Blaser Basic Fleece Vest Mens
Item No. 117041-112/443 | /604

2 | Blaser Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Mens
Item No. 117003-087/331

3 | Blaser Cap bi-colour 
Item No. 118074-107/555

4 | Blaser V-T-Shirt Mens
Item No. 118019-006/243 | /544

5 | Blaser Active RAM Trousers Mens
Item No. 117004-136/668

6 | Blaser Stalking Boots “All Season“
Item No. 116130-044/615

7 | Blaser RAM Jacket Light Sporty Mens
Item No. 117027-071/668

RAM MENS
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HYBRID

VINTAGE

Our brand new Blaser Outfits HYBRID line is tailored to changing weather conditions. Its design according to the multi-layer
principle consists of a wind- and waterproof layer as well as warming layer. This turns the HYBRID line into a multifunctional
hunting companion.

The VINTAGE outer fabric is woven exclusively for Blaser Outfits and is visually reminiscent of the traditional loden fabric of
days gone by. Combined with high-tech materials, the VINTAGE line stands out due to its attractive styles, comfortable cuts and
ultimate functionality.

1 | Blaser HYBRID 2-in-1 Jacket Mens

1 | Blaser Comfort Shirt Modern Mens

Item No. 117073-137/569

2 | Blaser Twill Shirt Mens
Item No. 116014-087/617

3|B
 laser Basic Fleece Vest Mens
Item No. 117041-112/443 | /604

4|B
 laser HYBRID Cap
Item No. 117102-137/569

5|B
 laser HYBRID Trousers Mens
Item No. 117093-137/569

Item No. 118018-087/678

6|B
 laser Stalking Boots “Winter”

2 | Blaser VINTAGE Cap Summer

Item No. 116131-044/615

Item No. 116093-136/575 | /574

3 | Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Mens
Item No. 117023-136/574 | /658

4 | Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Mens
Item No. 116042-136/574 | /658

5 | Blaser Socks Allround
Item No. 115102-104/702

6 | Blaser Casual Outdoor Shoes
Item No. 117116-044/615
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ALL-ROUNDERS LADIES
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ALL-ROUNDERS
Be it on a high seat or in an urban area: These all-rounders support you with the highest levels of functionality and comfort.
Cutting-edge, high-performance materials are made into garments with the optimal fit, whose timeless classical look is never
out of fashion.
1 | Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Fleece Jacket Ladies
Item No. 117125-001/606

2 | Blaser Polo Shirt Ladies
Item No. 118015-013/243

3|B
 laser Twill Blouse Ladies
Item No. 117063-087/338

4|B
 laser ARGALI Trousers Light+ Ladies 
Item No. 117026-001/576

5|B
 laser Socks Long
Item No. 115101-104/702

6|B
 laser Leather Belt
Item No. 116124-032/600

7 | Blaser Comfort Jacket Ladies	
Item No. 118013-070/574

8 | Blaser V-T-Shirt Ladies
Item No. 118020-006/544 | /243 

9 | Blaser Workwear Trousers Ladies
Item No. 117024-070/664

10 | Blaser Socks Allround
Item No. 115102-104/702

11 | Blaser Casual Outdoor Shoes
Item No. 117116-044/615
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1 | Blaser RAM Jacket Light Ladies

RAM
The durable RAM material can withstand even adverse conditions and provides reliable resistance to wind and rain with a
functional membrane. Thanks to its robust structure, RAM is the ideal choice for harsh conditions in the hunting field.

Item No. 118026-071/668

2 | Blaser RAM Baseball Cap
Item No. 117044-071/668

3 | Blaser Polo Shirt Ladies
Item No. 118014-013/675

4 | Blaser RAM Trousers Light Ladies
Item No. 118028-071/668

5 | Blaser Gaiters
Item No. 113050-047/664

6 | Blaser Stalking Boots “Winter”
Item No. 116131-044/615

7 | Blaser Canvas Belt Set
Item No. 116125-118/344
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ARGALI 3.0 | Men´s
Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Cap

PRODUCT
		OVERVIEW

Classical cap made of ARGALI 3.0 fabric in colour terra unique with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Tab for the German
traditional “Branch of respect” | ARGALI logo embroidery in col. gold on left front side
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: 50% cotton, 40% polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Size: one size
Item No. 117100-001/606

Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Jacket Light Mens
Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI 3.0 fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Detachable hood, individually adjustable through elastic drawstrings | High stand-up collar | Two-way zipper |
Frontflap with hidden snap buttons | Chin protection | Spacious Napoleon pocket with zipper | Left chest pocket
with flap | Two fleece-lined chest pockets each with zipper | Two bellow pockets, each with flap and hidden
snap buttons | Two slit pockets behind the bellow pockets | Small left horizontal zipper pocket | Mesh lining
inside | Four spacious document pockets with zipper | Inner pen and mobile pockets | Large rear pocket with
two vertical zippers | Waist adjustable by elastic drawstring | Slightly adjustable snap button cuffs | Elastic inner
cuffs with thumb loop for wind and warmth insulation | Hem adjustable by elastic drawstring | ARGALI logo
embroideries
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: 50% cotton, 40% polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX | Membrane:1 100% Polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP / 6.000 MVP) |
Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118023-001/606

Blaser Comfort Shirt Modern Mens
Long-sleeve shirt | Modern cut | Button-down collar | Left chest pocket with hidden zipper | Buttonable roll-up
sleeves | ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: mud/orange/nature checked (678) | Material: 97% cotton, 3% elastane | Trimmings: 100% cotton |
Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118018-087/678

Blaser VINTAGE Leather Belt
Real leather belt in used look | Metal buckle in colour matt silver | Seven punch holes | ARGALI logo embossing
on the belt tip
Colour: brown (600) | Material: 100% cow hide | CNTP:* yes (cow leather) | Size: S – XL
Item No. 117042-032/600

Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Trousers Light Mens
Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI 3.0 shell fabric with TeflonEcoElite™
finish | Noiseless | Optimised, close fit for high ease of movement | Anti-slip elastic waistband | Inner legs with
durable RAMTEX trimmings for silent movement | Covered right back pocket with zipper | Two slit pockets |
Spacious patch leg pocket with additional smaller inside pocket for GPS, torch or mobile phone, closable by flap |
Knife pocket right | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: 50% cotton, 40% polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX | Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP /6.000 MVP) |
Size: 46-62 | 25-29
Item No. 118024-001/606

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1
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ARGALI 3.0 | Men´s

ARGALI 3.0 | Men´s

Blaser Socks Allround
Allround socks with perfect thermo- and insulation function | Climate regulating function | Moisture wicking |
Ergonomically positioned protectors made of polypropylene
Colour: grey-brown mottled (702) | Material: 50% wool, 50% polypropylene | Trimmings: 100% polypropylene |
Size: 39 – 41, 42 – 44, 45 – 47
Item No. 115102-104/702

Blaser ARGALI 3.0 T-Shirt Mens
Seamless Jacquard T-Shirt | Moisture wicking and breathable | Matching the ARGALI 3.0 line | Elaborately
knitted, airy design | ARGALI logo print on left chest
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: 100% polyester | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118025-113/606

Blaser Socks Long
Extra long cuffs | Perfect insulating function at low temperatures | Moisture wicking | Thermo regulating function,
warming in cold weather, prevents heat accumulation | Strategically well-positioned protectors made of Climayarn
Colour: grey-brown mottled (702) | Material: 60% polyester, 40% wool (Merinowool) | Trimmings: 50% wool
(Merinowool), 50% polypropylene | Size: 39 – 41, 42 – 44, 45 – 47
Item No. 115101-104/702

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light Mens

Waterproof and breathable | Low-noise Vibram® stalking soles | Robust and stainless, riveted hooks and eyes |
Locking hooks | Boulder cover | Shock-absorbing EVA midsole | Made of chrome-free tanned Perwanger leather |
EU Production
Colour: brown/black (615) | Material: Outer shell fabric: 100% cow hide; soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) |
Membrane:1 80% polyurethane, 20% polyamide | CNTP:* yes (cow hide) | Shaft height: 16 cm | Size: 39 – 47
Item No. 116131-044/615

Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI shell fabric with TeflonEcoElite™
finish | Noiseless | Optimised, close fit for high ease of movement | Anti-slip elastic waistband | Inner legs with
durable RAMTEX trimmings for silent movement | hidden, right back pocket with zipper | Two slit pockets |
Spacious patch leg pocket with additional smaller inside pocket for GPS, torch or mobile phone, closable by flap |
Knife pocket right | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX | Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP /
6.000 MVP) | Size: 46 – 66; 25 – 30
Item No. 117005-001/523 | Art.Nr 117005-001/576

Blaser Knitted Cap

Blaser Stalking Boots “Spring”

Functional, elastic knitted cap with ARGALI logo
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 50% wool (lambswool), 50% polyacrylic
Item No. 116101-028/523 | Item No. 116101-028/576

Waterproof and breathable | Low-noise Vibram® stalking soles | Robust and stainless, riveted hooks and eyes |
Locking hooks | Boulder cover | Shock-absorbing EVA midsole | Made of chrome-free tanned Perwanger leather |
EU Production
Colour: brown/black (615) | Material: Outer shell fabric 1: 100% cow hide , Outer shell fabric 2: 100%
polyamide (Cordura®); soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) | Membrane:1 80% polyurethane, 20% polyamide |
CNTP:* yes (cow hide) | Shaft height: 13 cm | Size: 39 – 47
Item No. 116129-044/615

Blaser Stalking Boots “Winter”

Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Fleece Jacket Mens
Outstanding boa fleece jacket in great ARGALI 3.0 in looks | Water-repellent with additional wind-lock function
in front and back area | Extensive ARGALI trimmings on shoulders, elbows, front and hood with TeflonEcoElite™
finish | Cosy and warming inner fleece | High stand-up collar | Detachable hood, individually adjustable by elastic drawstring | Two-way zipper with chin protection | Two cleverly hidden spacious side pockets each closeable
with snap button | Spacious chest pocket with zipper | Elastic inner cuffs with thumb loop for wind- and warmth
insulation | Hem adjustable through elastic drawstring | Inner document pocket with zipper | Decorative ARGALI
logo embroidery in colour gold.
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: Shell fabric 1 (Boa Fleece): 64% polyester, 36% polyacrylic | Shell fabric 2
(ARGALI): 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT®–
100g (sleeves 60g) | Membrane:1 yes (sleeves & hood – 10.000 WP / 6.000 MVP) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 117124-001/606

ARGALI | Men´s
Blaser ARGALI Cap Summer
Classical cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Size: one size
Item No. 110021-001/523 | Item No. 110021-001/576

Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Mens

Blaser Polo Shirt Mens
Short-sleeve polo shirt | Light, airy cotton piqué quality | Casual polo collar with decorative ribbon | Threebutton placket with real horn buttons and decorative seaming | Elongated back area | Elastic sleeve hems | Sporty
side seam slits with small ARGALI logo rivets | Decorative hem seam | ARGALI logo embroidery on left chest
Colour: mud (675) | Material: 100% cotton | CNTP:* yes (real horn buttons) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118009-013/675

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Detachable hood, individually adjustable through elastic drawstrings | High stand-up collar | Two-way zipper | Frontflap with hidden snap buttons | Chin protection | Spacious Napoleon pocket with zipper | Left chest pocket with
flap | Two fleece-lined slit chest pockets | Two bellow pockets, each with flap and hidden snap buttons | Two slit
pockets behind the bellow pockets | Mesh lining inside | Four spacious document pockets with zipper | Inner
pen and mobile pockets | Large rear pocket with two vertical zippers | Waist adjustable by elastic drawstring |
Slightly adjustable snap button cuffs | Elastic inner cuffs with thumb loop for wind and warmth insulation | Hem
adjustable by elastic drawstring | ARGALI logo embroideries
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP /6.000 MVP) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118022-001/523 | Item No. 118022-001/576

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1
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ARGALI | Men´s

POLO-/ T-SHIRTS | Men´s
Blaser ARGALI Vest Mens
Lightweight and low-noise vest | ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Water- and dirt-repellent | Two-way
zipper with chin protection and inner wind flap | Stand-up collar | Left bellow chest pocket with hidden snap
buttons | Additional left chest pocket with zipper | Vertical zipper pocket on right chest | Two flap pockets with
hidden snap buttons | Additional hidden slit pockets | Two rear pleats ensuring utmost ease of movement | Large
rear pocket closable with two zippers | Hem adjustable through elastic drawstring | Inner document pocket |
ARGALI logo embroidery on left chest pocket
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester (ARGALI Fabric) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118033-001/523 | Item No. 118033-001/576

Blaser Polo Shirt Mens
Short-sleeve polo shirt | Available in two different colours | Cotton jersey quality | Discreet seamed collar |
Cleverly designed real horn button placket | Decorative shoulder seams in contrasting colour | Elongated back
area | Sporty side seam slits | Discreet ARGALI rubber chest logo
Colour: beige (242), olive (555) | Material: 100% cotton | CNTP:* yes (real horn buttons) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118010-013/242 | Item No. 118010-013/555

Blaser Logo V-T-Shirt Mens

Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Mens
Long-sleeve shirt | Classic cut | Light, airy poplin quality | Kent collar | Left chest pocket | ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: olive/nature/orange checked (559) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118017-087/559

Short sleeve shirt with V-neck | Available in three different colours | High-quality cotton | ARGALI logo print in
coloured fishbone-look on front side
Colour: burned orange (335), dune (613), olive (555) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118011-006/335 | Item No. 118011-006/613 | Item No. 118011-006/555

ALL-ROUNDERS | Men´s

Blaser “Touch” Gloves
Four-way stretch material | Special fabric on finger tip of thumb and forefinger to ensure easy usage of touchscreen devices | Rubberised suface ensuring safe grip | Warming inner fleece | Fleece cuffs
Colour: dark brown (657) | Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane | Trimmings: Touch finger: 70% polyamide,
30% Silver Lurex | Size: S – XXL
Item No. 113012-088/657

Blaser Reversible Leather Belt
Reversible leather belt | Front side in colour black | Reverse side in colour chestnut | Buckle turnable with
exclusive ARGALI embossing
Colour: chestnut/black (673) | Material: 100% real leather | CNTP:* yes (cow leather) | Size: 130 cm
Item No. 116123-032/673

Blaser Active Jacket Mens
Blaser ARGALI Trousers Sporty Mens
ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Noiseless | Optimised, close fit for maximum ease of movement |
Double belt loops | Anti-slip elastic band | Two back pockets with flaps and snap buttons | Two slit pockets | Two
spacious leg pockets with flap and hidden snap buttons | Knife pocket right | Discreet ARGALI logo emboideries |
Decorative ARGALI rivets
Colour: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX (knife pocket & belt loop) | Size: 46 – 62
Item No. 117035-001/523 | Item No. 117035-001/576

Blaser Endurance Trousers Mens

POLO-/ T-SHIRTS | Men´s
Blaser Jacquard Polo Mens
Noble, carefully woven short-sleeve polo shirt | High-quality cotton jacquard fabric | Casual polo collar |
Three-button placket with coconut buttons | Decorative collar highlighted by decorative zig-zag embroidery |
Elongated back area | Sporty side seam slits with small ARGALI logo rivets and contrasting braid | Discreet
ARGALI rubber logo on left chest
Colour: brown (600) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118021-013/600

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Lightweight, pleasantly warming Active Jacket | Wearable as midlayer or light jacket | Front and back panel with
light PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume padding and decorative ventilation punchings | Stand-up collar | Two-way
zipper with chin protection | Two fleece lined side pockets with zipper | Elastic inner cuffs with thumb loop |
ARGALI logo print
Colour: black/brown (802) | Material: Shell fabric 1 (upper front and centre back part): 100% polyamide with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Shell fabric 2: 95% polyester, 5% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings:
100% polyester (under armhole mesh part) | Padding: Upper front and centre back part: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume – 53g | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118006-113/802

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

Cleverly constructed endurance trousers | Water-repellent | Breathable | Durable cotton shell fabric with elastic
four-way stretch trimmings on bottom, thigh and lower leg | Reinforced, pre-shaped knees with cleverly integrated
knee cushion pocket | Individually applicable, padded knee cushion with velcro | Double belt loops | Two side
pockets | Two horizontal cargo thigh pockets with zipper | Two small vertical pockets with zipper | Coin pockets |
Two back pockets with zipper | Knife pocket on right side | Ventilation slits in pelvic area | Functional leg hems
with four-way stretch trimmings on inner leg hem, vertical ankle zipper and hidden elastic cord string, guaranteeing
individual hem sealing | ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: brown (600) | Material: 85% cotton, 15% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings:
95% polyester, 5% elastane, laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) bonded with Jersey and TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 29
Item No. 118008-070/600

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”
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ALL-ROUNDERS | Men´s

RAM | Men´s

Blaser Cap Embroidered

Blaser Stalking Boots “All Season”

Cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Significant ARGALI logo front embroidery
Colour: brown (600) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: one size
Item No. 117103-107/600

Waterproof and breathable | Low noise Vibram® stalking soles | Robust and stainless, riveted hooks and eyes |
Locking hooks | Boulder cover | Shock-absorbing EVA midsole | Made of chrome-free tanned Perwanger leather |
EU Production
Colour: brown/black (615) | Material: Outer shell fabric: 100% cow hide; soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) |
Membrane:1 80% polyurethane, 20% polyamide | CNTP:* yes (cow hide) | Shaft height: 13 cm | Size: 39 – 47
Item No. 116130-044/615

Blaser Comfort Jacket Mens
Lightweight, pleasantly warming Comfort Jacket | Wearable as midlayer or summer jacket | Front and back panel
with light PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume padding and decorative ventilation punchings | Stand-up collar | Two-way
zipper with chin protection | Inner wind flap | Two hidden side pockets with zipper | Inner document pocket |
Rib-knitted collar, sleeves and hem | ARGALI logo print
Colour: brown mélange (574) | Material: Shell fabric 1 (front and upper back part): 100% polyamide with Teflon
EcoElite™ finish | Shell fabric 2 (Sleeves, lower back part, front hem): 57% cotton, 43% polyester | Trimmings:
100% polyester | Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume – 62g | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118007-070/574

RAM | Men´s

Blaser RAM Jacket Light Sporty Mens
Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE | Durable RAM fabric | Lightweight mesh lining |
Stand-up collar | Detachable hood, individually adjustable by two elastic drawstrings | Extended hood bill |
Two-way zipper | Double wind flap with hidden snap buttons | Chin protection | Decorative, black shoulder and
elbow trimmings | Two slit pockets with zipper closable from top downwards | Two bellow pockets each closable
with zipper and snap button flap | Two additional slit pockets hidden behind the bellow pockets | Left chest
pocket with snap button flap | Two spacious, horizontal inner document pockets | Inner mobile phone pocket
with velcro | Pen pocket | Large rear pocket with two zippers | Cuffs adjustable by snap button | Hem adjustable
by elastic drawstring | Decorative, gold coloured ARGALI logo embroideries
Colour: chestnut (668) | Material: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings:
96% polyester, 4% elastane | Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000WP / 6.000MVP) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 117027-071/668

Blaser Cap bi-colour
Cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Bicoloured
Colour: olive (555) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: one size
Item No. 118074-107/555

Blaser Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Mens

Blaser V-T-Shirt Mens
Short sleeve shirt with decorative V-neck | Available in two different colours | Exclusive cotton quality in mélangeoptics | Sporty side seam slits | ARGALI logo embroidery on left chest
Colour: beige mélange (243), reed green mélange (544) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 118019-006/243 | Item No. 118019-006/544

Long-sleeve shirt | Modern cut | Particularly steady, rod supported Kent-collar | Left chest pocket | ARGALI logo
embroidery in col. burned orange
Colour: burned orange/brown checked (331) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: S – 7XL
Item No. 117003-087/331

Blaser Active RAM Trousers Mens
Blaser Basic Fleece Vest Mens
Lightweight, extra cosy and warming fleece vest | Noiseless | Guarantees freedom of movement | Stand-up collar |
One-way zipper with chin protection | Two slit pockets with zipper | Decorative RAMTEX trimmings | Discreet
ARGALI logo embroidery | 30 cm ARGALI logo heat print on back side
Colour: dark blue (443), dark chocolate brown (604) | Material: 100% polyester | Trimmings: 100% polyester
RAMTEX | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 117041-112/443 | Item No. 117041-112/604

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

RAM Active Trousers with water-repellent TeflonEcoElite™ finish | High ease of movement through elastic
trimmings used on complete back part | Two vent slits with zipper | Vent zippers opening from bottom to top |
Double belt loops | Pre-shaped knees | Two spacious slit pockets | Two front leg pockets with flap and zipper |
Knife pocket | Integrated wind- and snow guard with anti-slip elastic band and fixing hook | ARGALI logo stick
Colour: chestnut (668) | Material: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings:
trimming 1 (elastic trimmings with TeflonEcoElite™ finish): 95% polyester, 5% elastane | trimming 2 (snow gaiters):
100% polyester | Size: 46 – 58
Item No. 117004-136/668

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1
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HYBRID | Men´s

VINTAGE | Men´s
Blaser HYBRID Cap
Extremely water-repellent cap (seams not taped) | Tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Absolutely
lightweight | Noble ARGALI rubber logo
Colour: moss mélange (569) | Material: 100% polyester, laminated (10.000 WP / 5.000 MVP) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Membrane:1 lamination | Size: one size
Item No. 117102-137/569

Blaser VINTAGE Cap Summer
Classical cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect”
Colour: olive mélange/mottled (575), brown mélange (574) | Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™
finish | Size: one size
Item No. 116093-136/575 | Item No. 116093-136/574

Blaser Twill Shirt Mens
Kent collar | Slightly waisted longsleeve shirt with button placket | Coloured coconut buttons | Two closable
patch chest pockets | Adjustable cuffs | Fixable roll-up sleeves
Colour: dune (617) | Material: 100% cotton (Twill) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 116014-087/617

Blaser HYBRID 2-in-1 Jacket Mens

Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Mens
Softshell jacket with VINTAGE outer shell fabric | Extremely water-repellent through TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Windproof and breathable, bonded with membrane and fleece | Lightweight | Cosy fleece inside | Mesh lining
in front area | Stand-up collar with pack-away hood | Two-way zipper with chin protection and inner wind flap |
Two spacious side pockets, all with zipper | Vertical inner pocket with zipper | Cuffs adjustable by Velcro | Hem
adjustable by elastic drawstring | Decorative ARGALI logo embroidery in colour gold.
Colour: brown mélange (574), olive mélange/black (658) | Material: VINTAGE Fabric – 100% polyester |
bonded with membrane and fleece | TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings: 95% polyester, 5% elastane |
Membrane:1 Membrane bonded (10.000 WP / 5.000 MVP) | Size: S – 4XL
Item No. 117023-136/574 | Item No. 117023-136/658

|

Innovative and high-quality 2-in-1 jacket | Outer jacket: extremely lightweight | Waterproof, windproof and
breathable through lamination | Waterproof, taped seams | Peaked, reinforced hood, detachable and individually adjustable through flexi-thread and elastic drawstings | High raised, fleece lined stand-up collar | Two-way
zipper with soft, fleece lined chin protection | Double wind flap with hidden buttons | Waterproof radio pocket
on left shoulder | Two spacious, waterproof, vertical chest pockets each with waterproof zippers | Two additional,
hidden chest pockets fleece lined and spacious | Two spacious slit pockets with zippers | Two spacious, waterproof bellow pockets | Napoleon pocket left | Underarm ventilation slits each with zipper | Cuffs adjustable by
Velcro | Waist and hem adjustable through elastic drawstring | Spacious, rear pocket with two zipper pullers |
Vertical inner document pocket | High-quality ARGALI rubber logo | Detachable inner jacket in col. brown:
high-quality PRIMALOFT®padding | Detachable | Pleasantly warming | Long-sleeved | Extremely lightweight |
Stand-up collar | Two-way zipper with wind flap | Two slit pockets with zippers | Two inner document pocket |
Elastic cuffs | Inner cuffs fixable on outer jacket | Discreet ARGALI logo print
Colour: moss mélange (569) | Material: Outer shell fabric outer jacket: 100% polyester, laminated (10.000 WP
/ 5.000 MVP) TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Outer shell fabric inner jacket: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Trimmings: Trimming outer jacket: no | Trimming inner jacket: 100% polyester | Padding: Padding outer jacket:
no | Padding inner jacket: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT®– 80g | Membrane:1 Outer jacket laminated | Inner
jacket: no lamination – no membrane | Size: S – 7XL
Item No. 117073-137/569

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Mens
Water-repellent | VINTAGE outershell with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Special elastic bottom and knee trimmings
assuring high ease of movement | Belt loops | Two slit pockets and two patch pockets with zipper | Knife pocket
right | Anti-slip elastic band
Colour: brown mélange (574), olive mélange/black (658) | Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Trimmings: Outside: 94% polyester, 6% elastane | Inside: 100% polyester | Size: 46 – 60
Item No. 116042-136/574 | Item No. 116042-136/658

Blaser HYBRID Trousers Mens
Extremely lightweight trousers | Waterproof, windproof and breathable through lamination | High mobility en‑
sured through elastic ripstop trimmings on knees and bottom | Double belt loops | Two slit pockets | Two hidden
back pockets with zipper | Two waterproof cargo pockets with zipper | Slightly pre-shaped knees | Two extensive
vent slots, individually adjustable by hidden zippers and velcro | Integrated gaiters with broad rubber band and
fixing hook | Leg hems individually adjustable through elastic drawstrings | Noble ARGALI rubber logo
Colour: moss mélange (569) | Material: 100% polyester laminated (10.000 WP / 5.000 MVP)with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings: 96% polyester, 4% elastane (Ribstop) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Membrane:1
100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP / 5.000 MVP- waist & knee trimming) | Size: 46 – 66 | 25 – 33
Item No. 117093-137/569

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

Blaser Casual Outdoor Shoes
Lightweight and flexible, lace-up casual outdoor shoes | Outer shell fabric of cow hide nappa leather and textile
fabric | Excellent grip through Vibram® sole | Comfortable fit | Washable inlay sole | Blaser embroidery on heel
area | ARGALI logo embossing
Colour: brown/black (615) | Material: Outer shell fabric: 80% cow leather, 15% polyester, 5% elastodiene |
Soles: elastodiene & polyurethane (Vibram®) | Trimmings: 100% cow leather | CNTP:* yes (cow leather) |
Size: 37 – 47
Item No. 117116-044/615

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1
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ARGALI 3.0 | Ladies

ALL-ROUNDERS | Ladies

Blaser ARGALI 3.0 Fleece Jacke Ladies

Blaser Comfort Jacket Ladies

Outstanding ladies boa fleece jacket in great ARGALI 3.0 looks | Water-repellent with additional wind-lock
function in front and back area | Extensive ARGALI trimmings on shoulders, elbows, front and hood with Teflon
EcoElite™ finish | Cosy and warming inner fleece | High stand-up collar | Two-way zipper with chin protection |
Two side pockets with zipper | Elastic inner cuffs with thumb loop for wind- and warmth insulation | Hem
adjustable through elastic drawstring | Inner document pocket with zipper | Noble ARGALI fabric trimmings on
shoulders and side pockets with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Decorative ARGALI logo embroidery in colour gold.
Colour: terra unique (606) | Material: Shell fabric 1 (Boa Fleece): 64% polyester, 36% polyacrylic | Trimmings:
(ARGALI fabric): 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT®– 100g (sleeves 60g) | Membrane:1 yes (sleeves 10.000 WP / 6.000 MVP) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 117125-001/606

Lightweight, pleasantly warming Comfort Jacket Ladies | Wearable as midlayer or summer jacket | Front and
upper back panel with light PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume padding and with decorative ventilation punchings |
Stand-up collar | Two-way zipper with chin protection | Inner wind flap | Two side pockets with zipper | Elastic
inner cuffs with thumb loop | Small rubberised pocket and elbow decor | ARGALI logo print
Colour: brown mélange (574) | Material: Shell fabric 1 (front and upper back part): 100% polyamide with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Shell fabric 2 (Sleeves and lower back part): 57% cotton, 43% polyester | Padding:
100% polyester PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume – 47g | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118013-070/574

Blaser Leather Belt
Tough real leather belt in colour chestnut | Buckle in colour brass antique | Two belt loops
Colour: brown (600) | Material: 100% real leather (cow hide) | CNTP:* yes (cow leather) | Size: S – XL
Item No. 116124-032/600

Blaser V-T-Shirt Ladies
Ladies short sleeve shirt with decorative V-neck | Available in two different colours | Exclusive cotton quality in
mélange optics | Sporty side seam slits | ARGALI logo embroidery on left chest
Colour: reed green mélange (544), beige mélange (243) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118020-006/544 | Item No. 118020-006/243

Blaser Polo Shirt Ladies
Ladies short-sleeve polo shirt | Light, airy cotton quality | Tender collar in contrasting colour | Pretty button
placket decorated with shell buttons | Elongated back area | Sporty side seam slits | Decorative ARGALI chest
logo made of filigree Swarovski stones
Colour: beige mélange (243) | Material: 100% cotton | CNTP:* yes (shell buttons) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118015-013/243

Blaser Workwear Trousers Ladies
Ladies trousers made of durable canvas fabric | Two slit pockets | Two patch pockets with flap and hidden snap
buttons | Two back pockets with buttons | Robust belt loops | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: toffee (664) | Material: 100% cotton (Canvas) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 117024-070/664

Blaser Twill Blouse Ladies
Lady‘s blouse made of extremely soft fleece twill fabric | Feminine, slightly waisted cut | Chest pockets with flap
and ARGALI snap button | ARGALI logo embroidery in col. white
Colour: bordeaux/anthracite/light grey checked (338) | Material: 100% cotton | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 117063-087/338

RAM | Ladies
Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light+ Ladies
ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE |
Noiseless | Close, feminine fit ensuring freedom of movement | Robust belt loops | Two slit pockets | Spacious
patch leg pocket with hidden snap buttons | Two back pockets with button | Disrceet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: brown mélange (576) | Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP / 6.000 MVP) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 117026-001/576

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

Blaser Polo Shirt Ladies
Ladies short-sleeve polo shirt | Light, airy cotton quality | Casual polo collar and elastic cuffs, both with fine,
woven decoration | Three-button placket with real horn buttons and decorative red-coloured zig-zag seam |
Sporty side seam slits with small ARGALI logo rivets | Discreet decorative seam on the hem | ARGALI logo
embroidery on left chest
Colour: mud (675) | Material: 100% cotton | CNTP:* yes (real horn buttons) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118014-013/675

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1
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RAM | Ladies
Blaser RAM Baseball Cap
Water-repellent through TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Velcro on backside for comfortable size adjustment | With tab for
the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Black trimmings as reinforcement on visor | ARGALI embroidery in
colour orange
Colour: chestnut (668) | Material: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings:
94% polyester, 6% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Size: one size
Item No. 117044-071/668

Waterrepellent

Waterproof

Windproof

Tough

Low noise level

Keeps warm

RAM WIND-LOCK

Blaser RAM Jacket Light Ladies

Protection from hypothermia is of great importance on the hunt, when phases of extreme physical activity alternate with ones of motionless waiting. RAM WIND-LOCK provides highly effective, breathable
protection from the wind.

Light summer jacket for ladies | Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE | Durable RAM
fabric | Lightweight mesh lining | Stand-up collar | Detachable hood, individually adjustable by two elastic
drawstrings and with additional rain visor | Two-way zipper | Double wind flap with hidden snap buttons | Chin
protection | Waist slightly adjustable | Two chest pockets with zipper | Two bellow pockets each closable with
snap button flap | Two additional, slit pockets on the bellow pockets | Two spacious, horizontal inner document
pockets | Inner mobile phone pocket with velcro | Pen pocket | Cuffs adjustable by snap button | Additional
inner elastic cuffs with thumb loop for wind and warmth insulation | Hem adjustable by elastic drawstring |
Decorative ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: chestnut (668) | Material: RAM shell fabric: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP / 6.000 MVP) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118026-071/668

RAMBRANE
RAMBRANE is the highly effective functional membrane, specially developed for the hunt and for
outdoor wildlife observation. It is waterproof, windproof, fully breathable and extremely tough and
makes almost no noise. It regulates the climate on the skin, keeping it dry, even under severely wet
conditions, together with extreme physical exertion. During phases of less activity, it provides thermal
insulation.

RAMshell
RAMshell is based on a three layer system that combines weather protection with breathable comfort.
When your body is moving, moisture is transported outwards, keeping your skin dry and your body
warm.

Blaser Canvas Belt Set
Metal buckle with three exchangeable belt straps in colour brown, olive, orange
Colour: orange/olive/brown (344) | Material: 100% polyester | Size: one size
Item No. 116125-118/344

RAMTEX
RAMTEX combines a sophisticated appearance with a character both robust, yet light. It appears as
a decorative, reinforcing element in high-quality outdoor textiles and possesses the optical allure of
suede leather.

Blaser RAM Trousers Light Ladies
RAM Trousers Light for Ladies | Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | Durable
fabric in canvas looks | Tight fit for maximum ease of movement | Two side pockets | Two back pockets each with
flap and button | Two additional thigh pockets each with flap and hidden snap buttons | Small lower leg pocket
left, with zipper | ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour: chestnut (668) | Material: RAM shell fabric: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |
Membrane:1 100% polyester RAMBRANE (10.000 WP /6.000 MVP) | Size: 34 – 46
Item No. 118028-071/668

Blaser Gaiters
Extremely water-repellent through special coating | Zipper on outside | Instep adjustment buckle | Width
adjustable through drawstring | Anti-slip band on top area | Adjustable with durable band, connects the
gaiter securely to the shoe
Colour: toffee (664) | Material: 59% polyamide, 41% polyester | Size: one size
Item No. 113050-047/664

* CNTP: contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The feature “waterproof” only refers to “membrane waterproof”

1

The Teflon EcoEliteTM finish is the sustainable further development of the classic Teflon finish. The
impregnation is water-repellent, preserves the breathability of the outer fabric and thus offers utmost
wearing comfort.

The individual fibres are encased in DuPont
Teflon®, increasing the durability of the woven
fabric. The finish on the outer fabric is waterand dirt-repellent.

Besides providing perfect thermal insulation,
PRIMALOFT® is very quiet and water-repellent.
Thanks to its low volume, it dries quickly and
is thermally efficient.
The new PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume insulation
has the look and feel of real down. The silky

soft, particularly lightweight tufts of fibre plumes
provide excellent thermal properties. In wet cold
the PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume insulation plays
to its strengths: It is water-repellent and thus also
perfectly suitable for bad weather.
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HYBRID – TWO IN ONE
Our brand new Blaser Outfits HYBRID line is tailored to changing weather conditions. Its design according to the multi-layer principle consists of a wind- and
waterproof as well as warming layer. This turns the HYBRID line into a multifunctional hunting companion for the cool season.
For more information on Blaser Outfits please go to:
www.blaser.de/outfits

